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Introduction
This report is part of the Upper Wharfedale Heritage Group’s survey of lead and coal mining sites
in Upper Wharfedale. The purpose of the survey is to record the principal features of each site in
its landscape setting.
Located west north west of Kettlewell, the mine was first known as Hagg End or Moor End, then as
the New Providence Mine. In 1857, following the establishing of the Wharfedale Mining Company,
it was renamed the Wharfedale Mine. The name New Providence mine is used in the ancient
monument scheduling and so is used here. New Providence lead mine and ore works is one of
three mine sites in Upper Wharfedale which are scheduled ancient monuments. The New
Providence mine was listed in 1997 (List entry number 1015821).
Ed Dennison Archaeological Services carried out a programme of archaeological recording on
behalf of the National Trust in 1999. This was “a site identification and basic recording exercise”
and involved general site descriptions, surveys of the main upstanding structures and a
photographic survey. The UWHG was given permission by the National Trust to “undertake a
photographic and measured survey of the scheduled lead mining remains with a focus on
identifying changes since the time of the last formal survey.” The black and white photographs
included in this report taken from the Dennison Report and from the Northern Mine Research
Society Archive are included for comparison purposes.

Summary
“New Providence Mine retains the features of both a nucleated mine with ore works and of a
concentration of technologically more primitive hush and shallow shaft working. The ore works are
particularly well preserved with largely intact stone built structures and tips of dressing waste
allowing the identification of different ore dressing processes.” (Scheduled ancient monument
listing).
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History of the site
The mine worked three veins running approximately east-west across Old Cote Moor. The veins
were variously known as Charlton, North Vein, Wiseman’s, Hagg End and Sunter’s or Sun Vein.
The boundary between the Kettlewell Liberty and the Starbotton Liberty crosses the site. A number
of individuals are recorded as having worked the veins in the Kettlewell Liberty (south east portion
of the site) in the 18th and early 19th centuries. The Wharfedale Mining Company Limited was
formed in 1857 and mining began on a more commercial scale. The Moorend shaft, the engine
shaft, was sunk to a depth of 37 metres (120 feet) on the northern Sun Vein and waterwheels for
haulage and crushing were erected. Mining continued in the Kettlewell Liberty to the south east
mainly by opencast working. In around 1850 Appleton Charlton and Son drove the Charlton Level
on the Sun Vein towards the Moorend shaft but there was insufficient new ore to cover the
development costs and the mine closed in 1879. Between 1860 and 1879 520 tons of lead had
been produced from 750-800 tons ore.

Description of the site
The mine is located on the flank of Moorend Fell, on the the west side of Wharfedale,
approximately two kilometres west north west of Kettlewell. The principal mine site is in
Starbotton Liberty.
Starbotton Liberty

Kettlewell Liberty

N

Charlton Level
Main Site

Earliest workings with hushing, open works and shallow shafts

Google Earth Image

100m

P1 - The principal features of the site and the boundary between the Starbotton and Kettlewell Liberties
(Google Earth Image).

The oldest area of mining lies to the south east of the site in the Kettlewell Liberty. This
was an area of small-scale mining operations with open works, shallow shafts, heaps of
deads (waste rock) and spreads of dressed waste. Here there is evidence of hushing, a
primitive technique where water was released on a hillside to wash away the surface
material, was used to expose any lead veins beneath.
To the north west, in the Starbotton Liberty, is the main site of the New Providence mine.
Around the Moorend shaft are a number of well-preserved, substantial stone-built
structures including two waterwheel pits (east and west), bouse teams, mine shop,
together with reservoir dams and leats.
The west waterwheel pit used for haulage at the Moorend shaft. Adjacent to the shaft are
two bouse teams, stone-lined sub-circular structures where the mined ore or bouse was
100 m
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stored before it was dressed. Each is approximately three and a half metres in diameter.
The front retaining wall of one of the bouse teams has collapsed but the other is well
preserved with its rectangular access opening. On the dressing floor in front of the bouse
teams are two collapsed low stone structures which may have been used as benches for
sorting or hand crushing the ore.
Down the slope is the east wheel pit. This waterwheel powered the crusher. The crusher
was sited on a collapsed stone platform next to the wheel pit. There is a level working area
on the south side of the wheel pit and crusher platform enclosed by a retaining wall on the
upslope side. This may have been where the lead ore was separated from the waste rock
using hotching tubs or something similar as there is a large spread of fine dressed waste
downslope below this area. There are three large stones which may have served as
padstones supporting posts and a roof structure over the working area.
Down the hillside to the east is the Charlton level. It is partly filled but the stones forming
top of the arch are still visible. The arch is vulnerable to collapse as the keystone is falling
forward.

P2 - Area of small-scale mining operations with spoil heaps and heaps of dressing waste. NGR
SD 95221 72690 looking east.
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Fig. 1 - Map of New Providence mine site.
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Fig. 2 - Map of New Providence mine site - central area.
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West wheel pit
Moorend shaft

Rectangular Reservoir

Bouse teams
Mine shop
East wheel pit

P3 - New Providence mine (Richard Bird Image, 1969).
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East wheel pit

Mine shop
West wheel pit

Bouse teams

P4 - New Providence main site looking north east.

P5 - Large filled shaft with corona of spoil. (Shaft S on map 1). NGR SD 94971
72718.
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Moorend Shaft
The main Moorend Shaft (NGR SD 95040 72729) is filled and now forms a hollow
approximately 20 metres in diameter and five metres deep. The West waterwheel pit, to
the north of the main shaft, is aligned north-west to south-east for hauling in the shaft.

P6 - Moorend shaft. (Scale two metre ranging pole)

West wheel pit

P7 - Looking north across the Moorend shaft to the West wheel pit aligned for hauling in
the Moorend shaft.
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P8 - Ironwork in the top of the Moorend shaft. (Scale one metre ranging pole)

In the hollow which marks the top of the Moorend shaft are some long metal rods. There is
a metal rod approximately six centimetres in diameter and just over one metre long. Three
rectangular sectioned struts are attached to this rod. Another strut has a long slender rod
attached the end of which is formed into circular handle shape. This may have been part of
a ‘rapper’, a device used to communicate between the miners at the bottom of the shaft
and the operator of the waterwheel. The mechanism would have enabled the miners in the
shaft to indicate when ore was ready to be hauled to the surface. Alternatively it may have
been part of the winding mechanism associate with the waterwheel.
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West Wheel Pit
The alignment to the main shaft and lack of any waste material indicate that this water
wheel was used for haulage in the main shaft. Raistrick notes that the wheel pit would
have accommodated a wheel 16 feet (4.8m) in diameter and 4 feet 6 inches (1.4m) wide
together with a winding drum 7 feet (2.1m) in diameter and 4 feet (1.2m) wide in a
chamber to the west of the wheel pit.

P9 - West wheel pit. Winter 1972-73. (Mike Gill Image).

P10 - West wheel pit (Dennison Report, 1999).
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Mine shop

Bouse teams

P11 - West wheel pit with mine shop and bouse team. Looking east. (Scale two metre
ranging pole)

P12 - West wheel pit. External length c. 7m, width c. 5m. Interior filled with rubble. Cast iron tie. The
winding drum would have been housed in the chamber on the west (left-hand side) of the wheel pit.
NGR SD 95036 72750. (Scale two metre ranging pole)

The 1884 plan shows that this wheel was fed by an overhead launder (see Fig. 6).
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East wheel pit

North east reservoir

Mine Shop

P13 - West wheel pit with east wheel pit, north east reservoir and mine shop. Looking east.
(Scale two metre ranging pole)

Two rubble-filled openings on the north-west wall and the north-east wall may have been
exit points for spent water.

P14 - Rubble-filled opening in north west wall of the west wheel pit. (Scale two metre
ranging pole)
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P15 - Rubble-filled opening in north west wall of the west wheel pit (close-up). (Scale one
metre ranging pole)

P16 - West wheel pit with rubble-filled opening at the bottom of the ranging pole. Looking
south west. Rectangular reservoir (“Old Dam”) may be seen behind the right-hand end of
the wheel pit. (Scale two metre ranging pole)
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Bouse Teams
To the north of the Moorend Shaft are two bouse teams where the lead-bearing rock
(bouse) was stored before processing. The bouse teams consist of two stone-built subcircular structures with an opening in the front wall through which the bouse could be
raked out for dressing. The east bouse team (NGR SD 95054 72736) is better preserved
with the revetment wall, lintel and opening largely intact. The revetment wall of the west
bouse team (NGR SD 95045 72741) has collapsed.

P17 - East bouse team (Dennsion Report, 1999).

P18- East bouse team with area of dressed waste and ruined mine shop beyond.
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P19 - East bouse team showing sub-circular shape and opening in revetment wall.
Dressing floor beyond. (Scale two metre ranging pole)

P20 - West bouse team. (Scale two metre ranging pole)
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P21 - Revetment wall in front of bouse team. Winter 1972-73. (Mike Gill Image).

A
B

22 - Revetment wall at the front of the bouse teams. Two ruined stone structures (A and B)
either side of the ranging pole “may have served as knocking or washing platforms”.
(Dennison Report, 1999).
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Opening to east
bouse team

P23 - Bouse team revetment wall. Ruined stone structures either side of the ranging pole.
Dressing waste in front. (Scale two metre ranging pole)

P24 - Bouse team revetment wall. Two ruined stone structures indicated by ranging poles.
Deads (waste rock) beyond. (Scale one metre ranging poles)
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P25 - View across the bouse team, revetment wall to left of ranging pole. West bouse team
in the foreground. (Scale two metre ranging pole)

Culvert

P26 - Culvert opening at north end of the bouse team retaining wall. The culvert brought
water from the rectangular reservoir (“Old Dam’) towards the dressing area. (Scale one
metre ranging pole)
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East Wheel pit
The east wheel pit (NGR SD 95088 72784) is downslope from the west wheel pit and
bouse teams. Interior filled with rubble. The 1884 sketch plan also shows that this wheel
was fed by an overhead launder (see Fig 6). Raistrick suggests that the wheel was 20 feet
(6.1m) by 5 feet (1.5m).The East waterwheel powered the ore crusher.

P27 - East wheel pit (Dennison Report, 1999).

P28 - East wheel pit. Looking north east. (Scale two metre ranging pole)
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P29 - East wheel pit. Looking south. (Scale two metre ranging pole)

P30 - East end of the east wheel pit with the square tail race opening. Collapsed crusher
platform to the left. Looking west. (Scale two metre ranging pole)
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0
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Fig. 3 - Drawings from the Dennison Report (1999). When compared with photographs 29 and 30
show that the east wheelpit has remained largely as it was in 1999.

To the south of the east wheel pit was the crusher platform and working area with a
revetment wall behind. The crusher platform is now largely collapsed. Dennison identified
three ‘padstones’ at the front of the working area. These large sandstone blocks may have
supported posts and a roof over the working area.There is a large spread of very fine
dressed waste downslope to the east of the crusher platform and working area.

P31 - East wheel pit. Winter 1972-73. (Mike Gill Image).
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Padstone

Working area

Crusher platform East wheelpit

P32 - Working area, collapsed crusher platform and east wheel pit. Looking west. (Scale two
metre ranging pole)

P33 - Looking across the working area, with three padstones. (Scale two metre ranging
pole)
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P34 - Padstone. (Scale one metre ranging pole)

H

G

P35 - Spread of fine dressed waste below the crusher working area. Line of tail race from east
wheel pit, G-H.
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Mine shop
The mine shop is the least well preserved structure on the site. It is built of poor quality
limestone and measures 12.5m long and 4.7m wide. There is a central doorway on the
north side and the remains of some internal walls. There is a fireplace at the west end of
the building and a rubble-filled window in the south wall. A few pieces of clinker were found
in the east room the building supporting the view that the room contained a small smithing
hearth.

P36 - Mine shop. Winter 1972-73. (Mike Gill Image).

P37 - Mine shop (Dennison Report, 1999).
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P38 - Mine shop. (Scale two metre ranging pole)
Bouse team wall

Fireplace
Doorway

Site of smithy

P39 - Mine shop with fireplace in west wall; remains of internal walls, doorway and site of smithy.
Heaps of waste and bouse team revetment wall beyond. (Scale two metre ranging pole)
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P40 - Mine shop - west elevation. (Scale two metre ranging pole)

Charlton Level
The Charlton level (NGR SD 95452 72785) was driven by Appleton Charlton and Son
around 1850. In 1868 permission was granted to extend the level into the Starbotton
Liberty.

P41 - Charlton Level. Winter 1972-73. (Mike Gill Image).
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The level was extended and other work was done but there was insufficient new ore to
cover the costs or pay for the further development. The mine closed in 1879.

P42 - Charlton level portal. Areas of collapse upslope along the line of the level may
be the result of possible more recent attempts to gain access.(Scale one metre
ranging pole)
Charlton level
Ruined structure

Line of tramway

P43 - Line of the tramway from the Charlton level portal.
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There are the ruins of a small rectangular structure at the edge of the spoil heaps in front
of the level. Stone roof flags and ridge tiles on the nearby waste heap suggest this was a
small building. There is a large spoil heap to the east of the Charlton level portal. Dressed
waste and the remains of a bouse team on the south side of the spoil heap indicate an ore
processing area.

Ruined structure

P44 - Spoil heaps from the Charlton level with ruined structure.

Ruined structure

Ruined bouse team Processing area

P45 - Charlton level spoil heaps with ruined structure, bouse team and ore processing area.
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Water management
Water was important in the mining and processing ore. The complex system of water
management with reservoirs and leats reflects the long period of mining from the 18th
century until the Wharfedale Mine closed in 1879. There are the remains of three
reservoirs on the site and a number of leats which brought water to the site and transferred
water between the various operations.
The area to the east of the site shows evidence of early mining; open works, lines of
shallow shafts and small ore dressing areas. Hushing, a primitive technique where water
was released on a hillside to wash away the surface material, was used to expose any
lead veins beneath.
The main source of water for the mining operations was a stream flowing on the eastern
side of the watershed from springs on Moor End Fell to the north west. On the First Edition
Six Inch Ordnance Survey Map (1848) this stream is labelled ‘Hush Gutter’. The map
shows the leat flowing east through the mine site, crossing the Moor End Farm track, and
down the valley side into the River Wharfe. The section from the track to the river is also
labelled ‘Hush Gutter’ and this name remains on the current 1:25,000 Ordnance Survey
map. Water from the ‘Hush Gutter’ would have been used for hushing and small scale
processing of ore on the eastern portion of the site.
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Hawkswick Tarn
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Fig. 4 - First Edition Ordnance Survey 6” map (1848) showing the ‘Hush Gutter’, area of
open works with shafts, Hawkswick Tarn, Coldstreak lead mine and associated leats.
Although is not shown on the early map (Fig 4) the alignment of the small ‘c-shaped’
reservoir (1) on the line of this early leat suggests it may have been used to hold water as
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part of this system (Dennison Report, para. 5.8). Thus it may be an early feature predating
the development of the Wharfedale mine.
In 1857 the Wharfedale Mining Company erected a waterwheel for crushing the ore (East
wheel), followed by a second wheel for haulage (West wheel). These were fed by the large
rectangular reservoir (3) built on the hillside above and labelled ‘Old Dam’ on the 1907
Twenty Five Inch Ordnance Survey map. This reservoir is approximately 70m long and
10m wide with a 4m high retaining bank on the north east side. It still holds some water in
wet periods. To the east of the west wheel pit are the remains of the north east reservoir
(2) consisting of an area of marshy ground enclosed by a low bank. Its position suggests it
would have served the east waterwheel so may predate the large rectangular reservoir.
The 1857 mine plan and section shows the waterwheels were served by overhead
launders, troughs which brought the water from the large rectangular reservoir, the ‘Old
Dam’.

Fig. 5 - Plan and section of the Wharfedale mine (1857). (Gill, 1994, p33.)

Fig. 6 - Mine section showing ‘Reservoir’ (Rectangular
reservoir, ‘Old Dam’) (3)), ‘Drawing shaft’ (Moorend
shaft), West waterwheel and the ‘Crushing Mill’ (East
waterwheel). Launders on supporting stanchions carry
water from the reservoir to the waterwheels.
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The line of the leats serving the ‘C-shaped’ reservoir (1) and the rectangular reservoir (3)
and to the rectangular reservoir can be seen on the ground as shallow ditches.
On the Revised Six Inch Ordnance Survey Map (1907) the leat had been diverted to the
north east to feed the large rectangular reservoir, marked ‘Old Dam’ on the map.

Fig. 7 - Ordnance Survey 25” map (1907) showing the leat serving the rectangular
reservoir, ‘Old Dam’ (3).
The ‘Hush Gutter’ also flowed into ‘Hawkswick Tarn’, a small body of water on the
watershed to the south east of the main mine site. Hawkswick Tarn was linked by a leat to
the workings at Coldstreak lead mine. Hawkswick Tarn is now an area of marshy land.

View: Yorkshire CXV.3 (Arncliffe; Hawkswick; Kettlewell With Starbotton) - Ordnance Survey 25 inch England and Wales, 1841-1952

https://maps.nls.uk/view/125631937

Dressing waste

Shaft S spoil corona

P46 - C-shaped reservoir (1), now an area of marshy ground. Line of enclosing bank
marked by dashed white line. (Scale one metre ranging poles)
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North east reservoir (2)

P47 - North east reservoir (2), now an area of marshy ground, enclosed by a low bank
(dashed white line).

P48 - Rectangular reservoir (3), ‘Old Dam’. Line of enclosing bank marked by dashed
white line.
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P49 - Leat from ‘Hush Gutter’ to the rectangular reservoir (3).

P50 - Looking north east down the ‘Hush Gutter’ to the River Wharfe below the track to
Moorend Farm. The field crossed by the stream on the valley floor next to the river
remains as rough pasture.
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Discussion and conclusions
In 1999 Dennison reported that “A large number of individual components and structures have
been identified within the main mine complex. Almost all are well preserved, with perhaps the
exception of the mine shop, and a high-level rectangular reservoir is an impressive landscape
feature.”
This is still the case; the principal features, the east and west waterwheel pits, bouse teams,
mineshop and rectangular reservoir remain largely in the same state as when surveyed in 1999.
Comparing the Dennison photographs both in the field and with new photographs only one or two
stones have disappeared from the east side of the west wheel pit and from the north end of the
bouse team retaining wall. The large rectangular reservoir is still a significant feature and holds
some water except in the very driest periods.
Dennison also reported that “the lower dressing floor is suffering considerable vehicular erosion
which, in addition causing damage to underlying timber structures, will result in increased runoff
and hill wash over the most sensitive parts of the site”. This remains an ongoing problem.
The keystone of the entrance arch to the Charlton level is collapsing forward as it was in
Dennison’s 1999 photographs. It is a very large stone and when it falls the remaining stones will
collapse quickly.
Although on CROW 2000 open access land the site has probably benefited from being away from
the popular footpaths which cross Old Cote Moor to the north and south.
The whole site provides a valuable record of mining and ore dressing techniques through the 18th
and 19th centuries. With the exception of the remains at Grassington and Hebden, it is the most
complete and best preserved site in upper Wharfedale.
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